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ELIZABETH ELBOURNE & ROBERT ROSS
Protestant Revivalism and Mission Endeavour
"Go forth into all the world and preach the gospel to all nations," Jesus is said
to have commanded his disciples. Christianity is clearly in theory a proselytizing
religion, though the degree to which particular Christian communities have heed-
ed this injunction has fluctuated greatly throughout history. In the late eighteenth
Century an international Protestant missionary movement arose in Europe and was
exported to much of the world, including South Africa.
Scholars have unt i l recently tended to assert either that the eighteenth-century
rise of missionary enthusiasm was a consequence of the development of industrial
capitalism or that it was the product of an internally generated evangelical drive to
revitalize the church from within. Either explanation is simplistic in Isolation; other
factors were also influential. Notably, expansionist Protestantism was shaped by
religious and political violence in Europe during and after the Protestant and
Catholic Reformations.' For example, the Pietist movement, which sponsored the
first modern Protestant missions to India in 1706, was closely tied to the religious
and political ambitions of Protestant German princes, and it channelled local dis-
affection with Catholic Habsburg domination. The Renewed Unity of the Brethren,
or Moravian (Church, was founded by Gcrman-speaking Protestant refugees from
Habsburg pcrsecution who settled at Herrnhut, the Upper Saxony estates of a
pious noblcman, Ccnmt Nikolaus Ludwig von Zinzendorf.2 From the early eight-
eenth Century, Herrnhut systematicaily dispatched missionaries, briefly to South
Africa, and with more lasting effect to the New World, where they became exem-
plars for later British cfforts.3 Across Protestant Europe, out of religious conflict
and in an atmosphcrc of millennial expectation, large-scale religious ".revivals"
emergcd - broad movements of spiritual renewal, repentance, and conversion to
evangelical Protestant Christianity. Britain, one of the principal countries that sent
missionaries to South Africa, experienced two such waves of evangelical revival,
one peaking in the I73()s and J740s, with the wildfire spread of Methodism,4 and
a second, scvcral decades later, re-invigorating the Calvinist dissenting denomina-
tions with roots in scventeenth-century Puritanism. Some common threads ran
through these revival movements: belicfs a bout the actions of God in history work-
ing through h u m a n intermediaries, and expectations that individuals would bc
transformcd at the crucial moment of conversion, or rebirth, which cvery person
must expcricncc in order to be saved.
The first British missionary societies arosc from the second wave of revival: the
Baptist Missionary Society, founded by the Particular (or Calvinist) Baptists in
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1792, and the putatively interdenominational London Missionary Society (LMS) in
1795,5 wcre both revivalist in emphasis. Other missionaries, from a different tra-
dition or period, had other aims. In genera], until the end of the Napoleonic wars
in 1 815, Anglican conservatives distmsted evangelical "enthusiasm" and ecclesias-
tical "irregularity" too much to sanction overseas mission work; despite the tenta-
tive early efforts of the fledgling Anglican evangelicai Church Missionary Society,
the carliest missionaries were thus dissenters, disbarred in England until 1828 from
f ü l l political participation and attracted to militant and radical tendencies in
Protestantism. As missionary activity became more widely accepted and admission
Standards tightened, missionaries tended to be of higher social class, better edu-
cau-d, and more likcly to value social and ecclesiastical order.6
The first British missionaries were most often members of the upper working
classes, especially in newly industrializing areas where the power of the Anglican
Church was weak; but since missionaries needed a measure of literacy, they were
ncvcr drawn from the ranks of the completely destitute. They tended to believe in
aggressive self-improvement and the need to subjugate nature to human will. Often
coming from recently rural areas made richer by a degree of industrialization and
not yet devastated, they had a relatively benign view of industrialization. Indeed,
in l ine with popularized precepts of the Scottish Enlightenment, many, like the Rev.
Ad.mi Ferguson, professor of philosophy in Edinburgh, tended to see the develop-
ment of "commercial society" as integral to all progress.7
l 'he missions of Continental Europe had a different social, political and theolog-
ic.il background. With key exceptions like H. Marsveld (a Dutchman) and H.P.
l lallbcck (d Swecle), most Moravians, who had preceded British missionaries to the
Cape and re-established their mission in 1792, were born in the villages of Saxony,
and remained members of the European Moravian communities. Most rcceived
their bricles from thcre and sent their children to Europe for education, never build-
ing up kinship links in the Cape, either with whites or with Coloureds. T'rained as
ar t i sans , they introduced craft production to Moravian mission stations, creating
in South Africa central European villages, on a model probably never realized in
the villages they had left.8
A few Dutch men (and women) had joined the LMS in its early years, but the
mission work of the German and Huguenot churches did not begin until aftcr the
Napoleonic wars. While the French Protestant mission was primarily an Imitation
of British developments in minority churches,9 German missionary societies
eniergcd from a second wave of Pietism, a reaction to the secularizing modernism
of the Erench Revolution, and were, as a result, politically acceptable to the estab-
l ishment . The Prussian monarchy itlentified itself closely with the Berlin Missionary
Society.10 The principal hackers of the Rhenish society, which was to work in the
Cape and the future Namibia, did not come from the artisans and the
"respectable" working class, as would have been the case in Britain, but rather
from the local el i te of factory owners and merchants in the Wupper valley north of
Cologne,1 ' although its missionaries came from a much wider area.12
l hc Religions <>/ the Dispossessed: Khoisan and Slai'es
l hè f i r s t work by European missionary societies in South Africa was among the
Khoikhoi, then known by whites äs "Hottentots" - a formerly stock-herding
people who inhabited most of the region later absorbed in the Cape Colony - and
among the San, then called "Bushmen," a group closely related to the'Khöikhoi but
normally without cattle or sheep. The German-speaking butcher Georg Schmidt
had begun work for the Moravians in 1737 among the Hessequa Khoikhoi of the
Overberg region of the western Cape, then a centre of Khoikhoi settlement, now
the village of Genadendal.13 One of his earliest converts, Vehettge Tikkuie, recalled
fifty years later that, in Schmidt's day, "the people had not been as poor as they
were now." They had been numerous, and had had "plenty of cattle" and "more
than enough meat and milk."14 The VOC authorities forced Schmidt to abandon
his work in 1743, as a result of pressure from the Dutch Reformed clergy (see pp.
28-29). By 1792, when the Moravians restored the mission, the Khoikhoi of the
arca had few cattle and were compelled to rely on farmwork for subsistence. Their
last attempt at revolt occurred in the 1790s.15 In the eastern Cape the mostly
Gonaqua Khoikhoi tried in vain to resist dispossession. In a three-year rebellion
from 1799 to 1802, they suffered large-scale loss of stock, land, and access to
water, and were increasingly reduced to servitude to local white farmers.16 The
Community structures of the Khoikhoi across the colony had been profoundly
weakened before they came into contact with missionaries.
The fluid religiosity of Khoikhoi was able to absorb symbols from other cul-
tures. Different groups used different but related terms for divinities. The nine-
teenth-century Nama worshipped a supreme being known as Tsuni-//goam, who
could be approached through prayer and was possibly benevolent. Evil forces were
concentrated in an evil deity, named Gaunab, whose centrality, however, may have
grown after contact with Christian ideas of Satan. Mythic figures, such as the
ancestral hero Heitsi-eibib, operatcd in the secular realm but reflected the nature of
cither Tsuni-//goam or Gaunab.17 Sacred dancing was central to worship, the
Khoikhoi dancing at night, especially before a füll moon, to the accompaniment of
sacred songs. Christian converts abandoned dancing at night, and refused to sing
Khoikhoi songs, but often substituted all-night religious meetings and Christian
hymns.
In Khoisan culture there were healing rituals, initiation rites for boys and girls,
and a range of taboo beliefs and purification practices. Animals occupied an impor-
tant place. An elderly man interviewed by Moravian missionaries in 1808 told
them that all members of his Community had a particular link with the spirit world
in the shape of an unearthly animal that followed them thoughout life and brought
news in times of crisis.18 Snakes were considered to cause illness and misfortune,
and healcrs who had undergone special training, were thought able to eure the bod-
u's of sufferers. Storytelling bound together myth, heroic narrative, and the ordi-
nary: the heroes of Khoisan folktales were not powerful figures, but often tricksters
who escaped danger through cunning. Many Khoisan tales were about animals.
Dreams were a crucial means of communication between human and sacred beings:
tl icy were considered prophetic, and their interpretation a matter of common con-
vcrsation. Prophetic figures with particular powers to know things and to affect
i-vcnts could come to the fore, notably in the rebellions in both the eastern and
western Cape just before the missionaries' arrival,19 and adherence to war prophets
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•cominued at least until the Kat River rebellion of 1851.
Hu; other main group of dispossessed wcre the slaves brought to the Cape from
all (hè shorcs of the Indian Occan - from Mozambique through Madagascar, Sri
Li n ka, South India, Bengal, to Indonesia. They came with a wide range of religious
convictions. The vast majority of Cape slaves were not Muslims when they disem-
b . i i k e d in Cape Town, and historians have been unable to discover any widely
sh. 'rcd religious cxpressions among them before the spread of Islam (and
Chnsti. inity), except for a genera! belief in various fonns of magie.20
i ' i \ l 770, Islamic services were held in Cape Town, and at least one man, Tuan
N i n uman, was providing runaway slaves with Islamic talismans to protect them
irom recapture; howcvcr, un t i l the foundation of the first mosqucs arouncl 1800
o n l v ,i t iny proportion of Cape Town's slaves was Muslim (sec chapter 16).
( h n s t i a m t y had a longcr history among Cape slaves,21 but had even fewer adher-
en i s i l i an Is lam. Most slaves, except those who belonged to the VOC (see pp.
M ^S, 270-72), wcrc not bapti/cd as Christians unlcss they wcre manumitted.
Most siave-owncrs rcsisted instructing thcir slavcs in religion, becausc, at least after
l" O, a convcrted slave could not bc sold.22 Sonic slaves were admitted to the
hoi t sehold devotions, but the seats set aside for slaves in the Cape Town church
W I K ' i i s u a l l y cinpty.2 '
"<".o/ ; /» to ttelhel": Bettlers, Missionaries, and the Khoisan
In 1792 the Moravian brotherhood was able to resuscitate the mi'ssion which
( icurg Schmidt had been forced to abandon half a Century earlier. After arriving in
C ,ipe fown , the f i r s t three missionaries, Hendrik Marsveld, Daniel Schwin and
Chr is t ian K u h n e l , proceeded to Baviaans Kloof, later renamed Cïenadendal, "the
v . i l l e y of grace." Therc they met a few people, notably Vehettge Tikkuic, whom
Schmidt had baptized as Magdalcna, who had kept alive his message ancl who
showcd the missionaries the New Testament Schmidt had left behind. By 1792,
when the Moravians restored the mission, the Kho ikho i of the area had few cattlc
and were compellecl to rely on farm work for subsistence.24 In i t i a l ly therc was con-
su ie rab le enmi ty against the mission on the part of the local farmers, but within a
few years they recognized that many mission Khoikhoi had to continue to work on
t i n f a r m s , and that the mission formeel no short-term threat to the cstablished
oider. On the contrary, the discipline ancl artisanal labour which the missionaries
imposcd on the inhabi tan ts of thcir station provided a model which the colonists
lx l ieved should bc cmulatccl clscwherc, jus t as Genadenelal was to form the model
foi the (Chr i s t i an communit ies that later missionaries wished to establish on their
s ta t ions . - 5
i ' lie Moravians wcre soon followed by an LMS mission to the Cape. Johannes
l l ieodorus van der Kemp - philosopher, thcologian, doctor, soldier and courticr to
t h e l'rince of Orange - was its first head. He travelled in 1799 to the Ngqika
Xhosa, accompaniecl by the reluctant John Edmonci, an Fnglishman who had
jomed the LMS hoping to return to Bengal.26 Johannes Kicherer and Wil l iam
l dwnrds hcaded north to the Sak Rivet, m response to rcquests from three LMS
Khoisan captains, Orlam, Vig i land and Slaparm.2 7
l hese first missionaries and those who followed them expected the lands of the
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heathen to be under the dominion of Satan, convulsed-by moral and political
chaos. They soon learned that the frontiers of the colony .were bound up in colo-
nial relationships in which the missionaries participated and from which they could
not extricate themselves. They further decided that Satan was abroad in the colony
itself. In the midst of the Third Frontier War (17.99), the Xhosa ruler Ngqika, sus-
picious that Van der Kemp might be a colonial agent, considered having him killed,
but instead granted him a tract of land and used him to communicate with the
colony, to bring rain and also to heal the sick.28 In contrast, the Sak River San ini-
tially welcomcd the missionaries as potential white patrons, as well as diplomatic
agents, of use in their continual warfare with European intruders.
Van der Kemp's first hard-won converts in Xhosaland were a handful of
Khoikhoi clients of the Xhosa, most of them women and thus among the most
powerless of thcir Community. Kicherer's star converts and his most stable adher-
ents were Khoikhoi and "Baster" (mixed-race) outsiders to San society (although
in this case the Khoikhoi tended to be wealthier than the San).29 The pattern was
repeated elsewhere. The migrant Khoikhoi and Baster groups of Transorangia
eagerly sought missionaries, as did the Nama, far from the colony.30 The Morayian
mission to the Hessequa was more successful than its founders- had expected; the
eastern Cape mission stations of Bethelsdorp and Theopolis developed a network
of Khoikhoi preachers.31 Despite its original expectations, the LMS (like the
Moravians) soon came to focus most intensively on the Khoisan and their mixed-
race descendants, establishing clusters of stations in the eastern Cape, in
Transorangia, and in Little and Great Namaqualand. Missions to the Xhosa and
later to the Tswana, in contrast, won few converts in their early days. Khoikhoi-
dcscended groups thus tended to became spiritual and material brokers between
Europeans and other Africans. Most missionaries worked formally througlï
Khoikhoi intermediaries. At times, Khoikhoi, such as Cupido Kakkerlak and Jan
Hendrik, ran their own missions. This later became a source of tension between
Khoikhoi evangelists and certain white missionaries. Such links between Khoikhoi
groups, and cross-cutting relationships across the wider Community, help explain
the relatively rapid acceptance of at least nominal Christianity by a surprising num-
hcr of Khoikhoi groups. By the early 1830s, the Xhosa in the eastern Cape termed
the Khoikhoi and their descendants "the people brought to life by the word of
God."32
Those Khoisan who were already partially acculturated, and whose economie
independence was largely eroded, responded more readily to the agenda of the mis-
sionaries than did members of more intact societies. On mission stations such
Khoisan could regain a measure of authority over their lives. The appeal of
Christianity was doubtless bolstered by the strong Opposition of white settlers -
who benefited from the equation between Christianity, a white skin, and econom-
ie and political dominance - to the Christianization of their Khoisan dependants.
Khoisan, particularly those born of sexually exploitive mixed-race unions, knew
the settlers' views, and for many of them an alliance with Christian missions was a
defiant move, rather than a simple acceptance of the religion of their masters.33
I hey had hcard Van der Kemp and other missionaries castigate "Christian" Dutch
srtülers as the t rue enemies of Christ. Christianity furnished the means for a claim
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to( equal status, and permitted some Khoisan converts to take over a familiär
Protestant rhetoric of the pure remnant within the erring church, and to claim that
they, not the local farmers, were the real Christians. Many of Khoikhoi descent,
espeeially those in more desperate situations within the colony, came to believe that
Chnstianity was in a sense for them, providing proof that their God had not for-
saken them. In 1834, Hendrik Smit of the eastern Cape LMS station of Theopolis
stafed tha t hè
was surprised when the Bible came among us and asked the reason but no one
could teil me; the reason was the oppression of the Hottentots which God
sa w. Previous to this we were like a man enclosed in a cask stuck füll of nails,
which cask was rolled down hill, and because it was down hill there was no
cessation of suffcring, it was always rolling.34
l herc were more concrete material advantages to Christianization. Beyond the
colony, m Transorangia and Littlc Namaqualand, small groups living by trading,
ra id ing, hun t ing and, where possible, pastoralism actively sought out missionaries.
Thc\ had many rcasons, among them the livestock the missionaries brought with
them, thcir trading links to the colonial interior, their technological knowledge,
their capacity to communicatc in writing with the colony and with other groups,
and the capacity of whites (though not necessarily the missionaries themselves) to
help Khoisan obtain guns and gunpowder, those most coveted of goods in
economics based on raiding and hunting. The mission station also offered the
chance to acquirc mechanical skills. In the colony it provided a place to leave stock
and cJiildren, and scrved as a legal bastion against de facto enserfment.
l hè political implications of the eastern Cape "Hottentot" mission, on the other
hand, were ambiguous. Consider the foundation of Bethelsdorp. Van der Kemp,
reen l ied ro the colony from Xhosaland, finding himself plunged into the midst of
the l hird Frontier War, was soon acting as a reluctant mediator between the British
and rebcllious Gona farm-workers who had recently lost their land, stock, and
independence.''' Me persuaded a number of rebels to make peace in exchange for
amni ' s ty and a promise of land - promises which were to prove insubstantial. In
the midst of struggles and negotiations, Read and Van der Kemp accepted the offer
of (.iovernor Dundas to allow them to cstablish a "Hottentot institution" at Algoa
Bav. Of the 799 pcople worshipping with the missionaries at Graaff-Reinet, 301
decided to leave together to founcl the Community which eventually became
BetheLsdorp.'6 As the group departed, Van der Kemp read the language of collec-
tivc purification in the text of (icnesis 35:2-3, "then Jacob said unto his household,
and 10 all that were with him: put away the stränge Gods that are among you, and
be clean and change your garmcnts and let us arise, and go to Bethel, and I will
m a k e there an Altar unto God, who answered me in the day of my distress, and
was with me in the ways which I went."-'7
'l hè move was divisive for the Khoikhoi. Rebels living in the Zuurveld resented
the wi thdrawal from conflict and attacked Bethelsdorp several times; Klaas
Suinrman's k insman Andrics Stuurman was killed by a stray bullet in a dark night
attack. Nevcrthelcss, once the war had petered out and the incoming Batavian gov-
ernmcnt that had replaced the British in Cape Town had imposed peace, a number
of Kho ikho i rebels came in from the bush to Bethelsdorp, rather than return to
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white farms. Their presence intensihed settler Opposition to a piace 01 rciugc iui
robbers and Murderers."38 In one sense the Khoikhoi laid down their wëapons
when they moved to Bethelsdorp; in another, they took up new ones.
Van der Kemp and Read, as Calvinist pre-millenarians, believed, in, common
with several members of the LMS directorate, that the second coming of Christ was
imminent. They held that God sends warnings to the guilty before punishing them,
and believed, as did many European Protestants, that God acts through nations
and other collectivities and passes judgement on erring communities.39 Van der
Kemp even saw the Third Frontier War itself as God's vengeance, anticipating in
1802 "that the desolation wil! go further" and that God would make the natives
"the instruments of his wrath."40 The political implications of this apocalyptic
view were profound. In a comment encapsulating the inherent ambiguity of the
missionary project, the Batavian governor Janssens complained that Khoikhoi sol-
diers from Bethelsdorp or the surrounding area were more likely to be good and
trustworthy soldiers but also more likely to act as "ringleaders" in leading others
to "disorder ... callfing] out the name of Mr. Vanderkemp not in the way of lamen-
tation, but in the tone of provocation."41 After leaving the colony, Janssens wrote
that, should the Cape ever be returned to the Netherlands, most of these "wretched
missionaries" should be sent away with great haste.42
Throughout the first two decades of the Century, settlers and missionaries com-
peted to control the destiny of the Khoikhoi. The aristocratie Van der Kemp
showed little interest in changing Khoikhoi culture fundamentally: "all civilization
is from the Devil," hè purportedly proclaimed.43 Most other missionaries wanted
the Khoikhoi to acquire the means to "settle" in an independent comrnunity, to
become "respectable," and to acquire the rudiments of an individualistic capitalist
culture. By contrast, labour-hungry local farmers and officials sought to remake the
once-nomadic Khoikhoi into landless farm labourers, living permanently on white
farms. They sought to intimidate mission stations into closing; they spread rumours
that missionaries had nefarious designs against the Khoikhoi; and sought to bring
mission Khoikhoi back under their control through a variety of legal and illegal
techniques including, often, violence.44 Andries Jager recalled many years later that
this was "a time of sorrow" and "oppression under which I have often wished I
was dead (God forgive me) to be eased of my bürden."45
In the early 1800s, Van der Kemp, his close colleague James Read, and other
LMS missionaries struggled, with some success, to obtain redress for crimes com-
mitted against the Khoikhoi. The investigation of criminal charges brought by
Khoisan against Graaff-Reinet farmers and, more generally, the introduction of a
circuit court were seen, probably correctly, as their doing. This campaign caused
considerable dissension in LMS ranks, as dissident missionaries such as the
Germans Messer and Sass protested against what they saw as their colleagues'
focus on politics at the expense of good order and civilization, pointing to the
Moravians' Genadendal as an example of a truly beneficial mission station. At
issue was a fundamental disagreement about the sort of Christianity to be practised
and propagated. The radical millenarianism of the first missionaries was being
overtaken by a much more quiescent Christianity, both in Europe and in South
Africa.
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Quarreis between missionaries grew worse after the death in 1811 of the pow-
erful Van der Kemp, and the arrival of George Thom and Robert-Moffat, who held
f im i ideas about the appropriate relationship between "civilized" and "uncivi-
li/.cd" peoples. Matters came to a head in 1817, with the unveiling of a series of
sex scandals, including the revelation that James Read, who was rnarried to the
Khoikho i woman Elizabeth Valentyn, was the father of the illegitimate baby of a
church deacon's daughter. In its wake, Rcad was dismissed from his post as direc-
ter of LMS missions in southern Africa, and demoted to "resident artisan." These
cvciits were part of a genera! move to bring missions under tighter control, and to
cl m w sharper lines between Europeans and Africans, as seeri in 1820 when Robert
Mol fat took over and renamed as Kuruman the Tswana station "Lattakoo," now
known as Dithakong, initially run largely by Khoikhoi agents.46 Read's goal of
rapid ly orclaining an African clergy was quietly dropped, and, as elsewhere in the
world, the LMS practice then prevalent of marrying into local congregations virtu-
a l l y ceased.
The Scott i sh Independent minister John Philip was sent to South Africa in 1820
to clean up the faltering LMS mission, especially in the turbulent eastern Cape.47
P h i l i p was a truc son of the Scottish Enlightenment. He offered the Khoisan an
idfiuity somewhat different from that proferred by Van der Kemp's millenarian
promises but one that offered converts the expcctation of increased temporal
power. He proposed that the Khoisan acculturate further and rapidly show what
ninrtcenth-eentury Scots decnied the ontward signs of "civilization," such as prop-
eri')' accumulation, cleanliness, and Western-style clothing and housing, as a polit-
ical rooi to confouncl thosc critics who would deny them individual rights. This
contract between Phi l ip and the Khoisan coincidcd with the drive of the British
governrnent to libcrali/,e the economy of the Cape Colony, so as to encourage trade,
property accumulation, grcater monetization, class distinctions, and the virtues of
i h r i f t and hard work ainong the populace. This morali/.cd "modern" economy was
a devclopmcnt Phi l ip sought to encourage, on a much smaller scale, among
Christian converts.48
P h i l i p conducted his campaign on two fronts. First, hè hoped to persuade the
B r i r i s h govcrnmcnt's Commissioners of Eastern Enquiry, sent to report on the gov-
criuncc of the Cape in 1 822, to recommcnd improvemcnts in the legal status of the
K h o i k h o i . To this end hè organizecl visits to mission stations, recently redeveloped
to look as "rational" and European as possible, with straight streets and square
honscs.49 He then made a dramatic trip to London in 1826 to plead for equal civil
rights for all f ree people in the colony, irrespective of colour, l inking this cause to
the general struggle for the abolition of slavcry. He won an order giving the
Khoisan "freedom and protcction." Almost simultaneously, the Whig Acting
Ciovernor of the Cape, Richard Bourkc, issued Ordinance 50, granting substan-
t i . i l ly the same privileges.so
Whether or not Ph i l ip was as instrumental as he believed in obtaining Ordinance
50, the Ordinance was a major victory for the LMS.51 It seemed to offer hope for
the Society's promisc that converts would bc able to participate in the white econ-
omy on equal terms in exchange for undergoing fundamenta l cul tural change. The
l i n k that the LMS under Philip's ten ure made between economie and spir i tual con-
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fflr cerns depended on a particular idea of freedom. The economie, arena .could-pnly
ff! function as a venue for salvation if individuals were free economie actors: the free
tj< choice to perform economie acts lent moral dignity, in contrast to forced labour,
jftt- which degraded both employers and employees. In a parallel fashion, the moral
ft arena both demanded and created freedom. Sin was slavery; true freedom was only
ji(? to be gained through the knowledge of God and the self that conversion gave.
i' ; Philip's famous statement that all hè wanted for the "Hottentots" was the right to
il0 bring their labour to a free market and the rest would follow had many more impli-
;,',! cations than is immediately apparent.52
•,i Ordinance 50 has been extensively criticized by historians, for its supposed lack
HC of efficacy53 and for its framers' liberal capitalist premises. It was, however, sup-
j;f,§- ported fervently by a wide range of Khoisan within the colony who benefited from
L-;* it, as is suggested by the rush of protests against the projected re-institution of
l''l vagrancy legislation in the mid-1830s.54 The ordinance allowed Khoikhoi to own
\'$t land and abolished pass-law legislation,and de facto forced labour. These were pro-
L' foundly important changes, although crippling economie discrimination replaced
! -f' the old legal restrictions, and Khoikhoi demands for the return of land in the wake
?ï"'1 of Ordinance 50 were never met.55 "Every nation has its screen," said the
;,-,,;; Bethelsdorp resident Flatje Jonker in a protest meeting against vagrancy legislation
;,', in 1834; "the white men have a screen, the colour of their skin is their screen, the
* ' • > 50th ordinance is our screen."56 Such wholehearted acceptance of the necessity for
j;A freedom cemented the alliance between the LMS and the Khoikhoi, which held even
f ," through the steady disillusionment of the 1830s. At least temporarily, the millenar-
j:1'; ian vision propagated by Van der Kemp had been submerged, in the minds of the
|i',/ LMS converts, by Philip's gradualist vision of an improving Christian Community.
|a
l ' • Christian Sub-lmperialism: Namaqualand and Griqualand
[>'* In reaction to governnient discouragement of their work in the colony, many
k ,! early missionaries went north to the mountains of Little Namaqualand and the
% ' • Orange River valley. There they encountered people of at least partial Khoisan
••'"!' descent, many of whom had eniigrated from the Cape Colony to escape adverse
',/,, conditions. They were open to the message of the missionaries and eager for the
•' tnaterial aspects of colonial culture, notably Western clothing and firearms.
If- There were two main streams of missionary activity in the north. The western
jf' , stream was pioneered by Germans in the service of the LMS, but was eventually
l taken over by Wesleyans and agents of the Rhenish Society. The initial work in
f1 southern Namibia foundered because the missionaries could not gain purchase on
l v what was still a very mobile society. There were a number of emotional conver-
I sions, but the permanent settlement that missionaries demanded of their converts
r ' was both socially and ecologically impossible. Missionaries became pawns in the
l violence of political struggle, which eventually led to the murder of the young mis-
^
 r sionary William Threlfall and his more experienced Nama assistant Jacob Links.57
l Nevertheless, Christianity remained a central part of many Namibian communities'
| ideology. Jonker Afrikaner, the Oorlam ruler of Windhoek, for instance, was him-
l self a fervent preacher with an interpretation of scripture developed in isolation
\ from the missionaries, whom hè was later to accuse, among many other things, of
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bcing "blasphemous twisters of the gospel."58
South of the Orange the mission stations of Steinkopf, Koraaggas and
Lelirfontein wcre all established before 1820. Johann Friedrich Hein, a mixed-race
convert, pioneered the Rhenish mission work in the Richtersveld from the 1840s
and was eventually ordained nearly half a Century later. These settlernents provi-
dcd protection and some land at a time when Namaqualand was being divided up
betwecn white farmers. Nama converts swiftly developed tight communities with a
rcpublican form of aclministration under the supervision of the missionaries. Their
m a i n hope, as the captains of Steinkopf and the Richtersveld explained to the
B n t i s h in 1847, was that the land they had always occupied would be protected
"from the Boers and othcrs who are not from amongst us, so that we can lead a
q u i r l , s t i l l and honest life.'"'9
In the region north of the middle Orange, where the LMS was active from l801,
loosc networks dominated by the Kok and Barends families congealed around mis-
sion. i r ies and formed into new political organisations. The missionaries believed
tha t they wcre creating a Christian state under their own leadership. Persuading
the i r followers to adopt the ethnic name "Griqua,"60 they claimed influence over
the appointmcnt of the Griqua captains, wrote the constitution and law book of
the new state, and even minted coinage for it, complete with the dove emblem of
the ! MS. In fact, though, their direct political influence was limited. They could
nor, lor cxample, persuade the Griquas to take service in the colonial army, as the
B r i t i s h government rcquested. Many missionaries were forced to leave their sta-
tions after failed interventions in Ciriqua political and social affairs.61
Yet Chris t iani ty bccame a corc component of Griqua identity. Criteria for
admission to f ü l l membership of the church were strict. At least in Griquatown,
prospectivc mcmbers had to relate the story of their conversion to the church, and
one of the deacons took it down in writing.62 Nevertheless, adherence to the
c h u i c h becanic a marker for allegiance to one or other of the political factions in
various Ciriqua captaincics.6-1 Eventually, Christianity was used to legitimate the
more settled captaincics of Griquatown and Philippolis. At the same time, it was
used as a weapon to expand Griqua influence to the north. Before an attack on the
N'dcbele, Barend Barends gave a sermon exhorting his forces "to go and murder an
innocent people in the name of God and religion," as it was later cynically report-
ed.''+ More pcaceably, Griqua evangelists worked to convert the Southern Tswana,
and to br ing thcm under Griqua political influence, an aim that required the
removal or Subordination of the white missionaries working among them. In the
18.}(N the Griquas attemptecl to oust Robert Moffat from Kuruman and the
Frenchman Jean-Pierre Pelissier from Bethulie. The fa i lure of these moves marked
the end of this episode of Christian sub-imperialism.65
u
'I'bi' Slai'cs of Satan and of Me«"66
The religieus revival among whites at the Cape from the late 1780s and the
bcginnings of the missionary movemcnt led to a much more serious attempt to
spread the Christ ian gospel to the slaves, the Rcv. H. R. van Lier providing much
of the impetus. Van der Kemp, on his ar r ival at the Cape in 1799, stimulatcd the
founda t ion of the South Afr ican Missionary Society in Cape Town. Five years later
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the Society had 400 members and had established daughter societies in several
Cape towns.67
Slave-owners did not allow their slaves to go to mission stations, which anyway
were not in areas of significant slave population, except for Groen Kloof (later
known as Mamre), founded by the Moravians in 1808. Slaves were preached to in
Cape Town, the small towns of the western Cape, or on the farms; others were
included in the private devotions on the farms or houses where they lived, as were
some Khoisan in the towns or on the farms. But not all slaves and Khoisan were
required, or even allowed, to attend the prayers, hymn singing, and Bible readings.
When settlers feit their control over their labour force threatened, they tended to
oppose Christianization of their workers and slaves. Conversely, slaves and
Khoisan were more likely to convert when proselytization was opposed by the
farmers, less likely when they saw Christianity propagated as a weapon of social
control. One farmer told a Khoikhoi labourer who asked permission to go to
Genadendal in 1794 that hè could receive religieus instruction on the farm, but the
man replied that in his years there hè had never been taught the truths of the
gospel.68 Others would recall later how their exclusion from religious ceremonies
had awakened their desire to hear the Word of God.69 Increasingly in the nine-
teenth century, however, the more pious white families did what they could to facil-
itate the conversion of all those who lived on their farms. Often, the instruction of
slaves was the responsibility of unmarried girls.70 This practice was part of the
landholders' constant struggle for control over dependent labour. In 1838 many
households in Graaff-Reinet ceased to provide religious instruction on their farms
because, wirb, emancipation pending, the masters did not know whether the ex-
slaves (now known as "apprentices") would continue to live with them.71
Where a congregation of the Dutch Reformed Church (NGK) already existed,
the ministers demanded to examine and baptize any converts, who would then
become members of the congegation. Thus, in Cape Town, the NGK controlled the
chapel established in Long Street by the South African Missionary Society, known
as the Gesticht, under the auspices of a committee of management which arranged
services conducted by-available clergymen.72 Only in 1819 was a pastor appointed
and a congregation independent of the NGK established. In Stellenbosch, pious
members of the congregation had been giving religious instruction to about a hun-
dred slaves in 1799, but not until 1820 could the representative of the LMS, who
had workcd there since 1800, administer baptisms, signalling the beginnings of a
new mission congregation.7-5 LMS missionaries also began work in Paarl and
Tulbagh, funded largely by contributions from the local missionary society, and in
Port Elizabeth, Uitenhage, and Grabamstown. From around 1830, the Rhenish
mission took over the work at Stellenbosch, Tulbagh, and Worcester, and in 1829
the Paris Evangelical Missionary Society founded a church in what is now
Wellington. The Methodists, at least in towns of the colony, made no distinction
bctween mission work and ordinary pastoral care of settlers, nor did the many
churches in Cape Town, including the Presbyterians, the Union Chapel of the
Congregationalists and, indeed, the NGK.
Missionaries working among the Cape's slaves were dependent upon the slave-
owners both for access to the slaves - a master could forbid his slave to go to ser-
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vices, or refuse to allow a missionary to enter his farm - and very often for his
salary. Indeed, some early missionaries, like some NGK clergy, were themselves
slave owners.74 The message the slaves received was generally one of the necessity
of obrdience, of resignation to one's fate in this world, and of the hope for glory in
the world to come. Missionaries justified their work to the master class by claim-
ing that Christian slaves made more trustworthy servants, but the relations
betwa-n missionaries and the farmers were often tense all the same.7-5
Betöre f ina l cmancipation in 1838, few slaves were converted. Their rejection of
Chrisnanity, the religion of their masters, was, in a sense, a rejection of slavery. In
missionary eyes thcy remained "slaves of Satan and of men." Christian congrega-
tions i l i d not welcome slave converts as equals, nor did Christianity provide any
improvemcnts in their lives. Islam was generally more attractive to slaves than
C h r i s f i n n i t y , at least until 1838 (see chap. 16). Yet for a number of slaves
( . ' h r i s i i a n i t y provicled a modicum of solace in an otherwise harsh and hopeless exis-
tencc. As one ex-slave commented to a missionary, "Sir, the world is hard, but
heavi ' i i is beautiful."76
"The Lord is Known To Bc Unfriendly to Injustice": Vrom Ordinance 50 to the
Kal Rii'cr Rebellion •
Mission Khoikhoi celebrated Ordinance 50 as the guarantee of their liberties.77
Descendants of the eastern Cape Khoikhoi thereafter tried to ally themselves with
missionary liberalism to gain access to the white-run, legally encoded land tenure
system that had so pointedly exciuded them. The Khoikhoi were not granted the
amount of land thcy claimed as the remnants of their ancestral homelands. In
1829, Andries Stockcnström nevertheless helped persuade the administration to
grant plots to i n d i v i d u a l Khoikhoi settlers in the well-watered Kat River valley, in
order to create a bulier between the white settlers and the Xhosa. It was necessary
to expo! the Xhosa leader Maqoma, who was living there, although the Gona
K h o i k h o i claimed prior ancestral right dating back before Xhosa conquest.78
The scttlcment was independent, but long remained associated with the LMS
and its qucst to establish the Khoikhoi as acculturated and ful ly equal members of
a racial ly intcgatcd society. This association was emphasized when the Philipton
cliurch called the missionary fames Read senior to be its independent minister.
Many of the early settlers had been among the most successful inhabitants of LMS
mission stations, notably Theopolis, Bethelsdorp, and Hankey, though the majori-
ty had been previously scattered throughout the colony. There was some tension
betweeii the two groups.79 The newcomcrs provided a pool of potential Christian
converts; soon Read was describing rcligious revival in Kat River. By 1834 some
5,000 inhabitants were settled in villages throughout the area; some thirty vil-
lages, wi th threc-quarters of the population, had LMS congregations. Another
group, led by some eighty families of "Bastards," mostly of mixed white and
Khoisan parentage, acceptcd the government agent William Ritchie Thompson as
their minister. They tendcd to have lived with Dutch farmers and to have done well
out of the rclationship, bringing with them substantial property in stock and tend-
ing to c l a im superiority on class and ethnic grounds over the poorer
"Hottentots."xo The arr ival , in adclition, of many ex-slavcs and Xhosa-speaking
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Mfengu, as well as intermarriage and sexual relations between whites and
Khoikhoi, was changing the ethnic composition of the congregations. ,The LMS
claim becarae less convincing that missions were defending the "ancient possessors
of the soil" from exploitation.
The settlement was important not only to the LMS in South Africa put to the
entire British abolitionist movement. Between 1829 and 1834, in the final stages of
the emancipation of slaves, abolitionists were arguing strongly for the desirability
of free black labour. After abolition they needed to prevent the reimposition of de
facto slavery under stringent vagrancy and apprenticeship regulations.83 The Kat
River was used as an example of a prosperous and "civilized" free black commu-
nity in which men were able to assume the true independence essential for man-
hood, and women, implicitly, to fulfil the gender roles appropriate to "civilized"
society.82 Free labour replaced free grace in a new version of the conversion narra-
tive, the Kat River Khoisan portrayed as a regenerated Community saved by eco-
nomie independence. "As soon as they were enabled to emerge from conscious
degradation, and the door of manly ambition was flung open to them," the
Khoisan could undergo an "entire change of character."83 The Khoikhoi them-
selves used such arguments to defend civil equality during the struggles of the
1830s.
The LMS advocates of the Khoikhoi were briefly powerful in the late 1820s and
early 1830s when the abolition of slavery, free labour, and the management of the
poor roused passions and dominated parliamentary debate. The LMS also had per-
sonal contacts in the Colonial Office. Under evangelical influence, the British gov-
ernment overturned a Cape vagrancy ordinance, on the grounds that it conflicted
with Ordinance 50, and returned land conquered in the 1835 war to the Xhosa.
In such circumstances, it is not surprising that many Khoikhoi within the LMS
ambit were convinced that Christianity could bring power to the oppressed and
peace to the land. During his 1835 visit to Britain, with John Philip and the Reads,
to give evidence before a parliamentary committee on the colonial status of abo-
riginal peoples, Andries Stoffels, a Gona from Bethelsdorp who had moved to the
Kat River, proclaimed before the 1836 annual public meeting of the LMS that "the
Bible charmed us out of the caves and from the tops of mountains. The Bible made
us throw away all our old customs and practices, and we lived among civilized
men." The Bible brought peace: "the only way to reconcile man to man is to
instruct man in the truths of the Bible." Stoffels affirmed: "we are coming on; we
are improving; we will soon all be one," a reflection of the LMS's assimilationist
rhetoric as well as an implicit claim to the right to politica! participation (see
Missionary Cbronicle, June 1836, pp. 550-52).
The LMS successes of the 1 830s proved the apogee of the LMS's political power.
Khoisan and ex-slaves were by now amalgamating as Coloureds. Friction between
missionaries resurfaced. John Philip and the Read family continued to cooperate
with the Kat River and Griqua leadership in the development of an aggressively
missionary church under control of local congregations, in a pattern analagous to
that of Congregationalists in Britain. In the Kat River a core of at least eight
"native agents" were devcloping an expansionist culture of evangelism. The
Philipton church established mission stations in response to appeals from Thembu,
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San, and Mpondo leaders,84 the political implications disturbing both the
Wcsleyans, who thought the LMS was poaching, and conservatives within the
LMS, notably Robert Moffat and Henry Calderwood, who wished to maintain
missionary control over church life. The result was another attack on the Reads,
father and son, which left them increasingly isolated.85 At the same time, the
Khoikhoi churches, which seemed to offer the same career ladder for ministers as
the wlnic church, often failed to do so. Over half the Kat River teachers resigned
in the c . i r ly J 840s over the issue of inadequate pay, while "native agents" were
rcmunerated at considerably lower rates than their white counterparts and rarely
aecordcd equal social status.86 The early LMS vision of Africa Christianized by
Afr icans had bcgun to founder.
I hè nsing economie expectations of the mission communities and the heady
promihc ot the carly years of the Kat River Settlement were increasingly unfuifilled.
The desinjction caused by the frontier wars of 1835 and 1846-47, in which many
K h o i k h o i servcd on the colonial side, was exacerbated by the avaricious malad-
mins t r a i i on of succcssive magistrates.'s'7 The price of collaboration was growing
and its n-wards shrinking. The percnnial problem of overcrowding and the lack of
an agr iu i l tu rn l base on the mission stations was not solved, despite large-scale and
e x p c n s i i c projects, notably the construction of a water tunnel to irrigate Hankey.
The economie Integration and prosperity Philip had once offered did not material-
i/.c. The fconomy remained racially segregated and European settlers looked with
jea lous) At such land as the Coloureds did possess.
When "Mlanjeni 's war" broke out in J 85 l many Khoikhoi refused to turn out
oncc ag-iin for the colonial army. A smaller number, led by a half-Xhosa half-
runawas slave, Hermanus Matroos, joined the rebels. Khoikhoi flocked to the
rebel Standard from throughout the colony, most, "particularly the more violent of
them," m the elder Read's words, "young giddy Men," though, on his visit to a
rebel ciuampment, Rcad also reported seeing "very many women and children
(ogether. "x f > ' A number of rebels came from Theopolis and from the Moravian sta-
tion of Shi loh . Missionaries claimed that the majority of rebel Khoikhoi were from
white farms rarher than mission stations or Khoikhoi settlements, which may have
been panly truc, since the fannworkers had less to lose than those with access to
their own land, no matter how unclear the title. Many rebels expressed hatred for
the Kngi ish settlers and distrust of the forthcoming establishment of the (white-
dominatcd) representative asscmbly at the Cape. They combined an ideology of
"Hottentot nationalism"8 9 with the fervent millenarian Christianity their fathers
had learm-d from Van der Kemp. Indeed, many rebels said prayers and sang hymns
before baltic, and a letter written by their leader Willem Uithaalder stressed "trust
... in the Lord (whosc character is known to be unfriendly to injustice) ... and hè
w i l l give us prosperity - a work for your mothcriand and freedom, for it is now the
time, yea ihe appointed time and no other."90 Christianity was well out of control
of the missionanes who had brought it.
The war was a disaster for the LMS mission. A l though both the Read family and
many of the Kat River Khoikhoi actively sought peacc, the white colony accused
the Kat R ive r Settlement, as a whoie, and many other mission Khoikhoi of rebel-
l ion. Cnpmred rebels were hanged, sometimes summarily;91 rebel property was
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confiscated and sold to white settlers. The Theopolis mission was broken up;
Philipton was burned to the ground; the Kat River Settlement was devastated and
much of it purchased by white settlers. In a display of colonial vindictiveness,
Andries Botha, a veldcornet and Community leader in the Kat River, who had
fought for the British in several wars, was condemned to death for treason after a
show trial, although the evidence suggests his innocence.92 The rule of law, for
which the LMS had fought so hard, was turned against the Khoisan.93 Philip had
died in 1851; the elder Read died four days before Botha's trial began. Andries
Botha himself was eventually reprieved, but the death sentence hè had received
symbolized the death of a great deal more.
"Spiritual Liberation" and "Civil Liberty"94
In the different context of the western Cape many of the same themes were being
played out, After a four-year period of so-called apprenticeship, the slaves of the
Cape Colony were finally freed on l December 1838. In the years that followed,
many slaves received Christian instruction. Many moved to Genadendal, Groen
Kloof, and Elim, in particular, whose combined population rose from about 2,500
to about 4,000 between 1838 and 1840. The missionaries had not encouraged new
settlement, but the freed slaves often went to join friends or even relations living in
the mission villages.95 Here, they were under pressure to form nuclear families.
Housing was not provided for single women on most stations. Nevertheless, many
ex-slaves welcomed the opportünities given to women and adolescent girls to with-
draw from the formal labour process altogether, or to return home each evening
from their places of employment.96 Children, too, could be saved from the
"apprenticeship" to farmers that was often used to bind a complete family to the
farm.97 As with the Khoikhoi before them, missions also provided former slave
women with some defence against sexual exploitation by farmers, an integral part
of the "old system."98
Many of those who came to the missions left again after a few years, discour-
aged by the difficulty of finding work and by the rules of the mission.99 Yet by
1848 22 per cent of the Coloureds in the rural western Cape, most of whom had
been slaves, were living on the mission stations;100 many more were maintaining
ties with the missions while living and working elsewhere; and still more had spent
some time there. In the first decade after emancipation, farmers considered the mis-
sion stations likely to tie up labour in useless idleness; therefore attempts were
made to close them down, but increasingly missions were defended by neighbour-
ing farmers who benefited from the flexibility they allowed in the utilization of
labour.101
Many adult former slaves living near a mission began to frequent the evening
and Sunday schools and services; the enrolment of children in the mission day-
schools also increased sharply. St. Andrew's Presbyterian church in Cape Town had
adults at the reading classes.'°2 The core of the LMS's work in the town shifted to
the school in Dorp Street, with the chapel there almost a subsidiary of the
school.103 The mission work of the Dutch Reformed Church (NGK) in Cape Town
was substantially similar.104 So, too, the Rhenish missionaries and their wives in
the country towns were as much schoolteachers as pastors. In 1841, for instance,
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tue mission in btellenbosch. was teaching about 200 children and äs many adults
(slightiv more than half of these in the evenings), in addition to more than 250 at
Sunday school. In Tulbagh and Worcester, the numbers were smaller, but not in
relation to the size of the townsJ05 In 1838 a school for the training of teachers
was opcned in Genadendal. lts graduates spread throughout the colony.lofi
One old lady, find ing herseif too old to learn to read, had to be reassured that
i l l i te raf i - s could enter the Kingdom of Heaven.107 Other converts no doubt had a
more si'cular approach to schooling and religious instruction, the mission stations
providing some measure of escape from the harshness of farm life, even though
many of fhc i r inhabitants continued to work as agricultural labourers, on short
contracis. Whether or not literacy and baptism gave the residents of Stellenbosch
who flockcd to the Rhenish Society's schools any tangible short-term benefits, their
achievement was a symbolic challenge to their erstwhile owners, and they also
allowcd the i r children the opportunity to escape the quasi-bonclage imposed on
many n i r a l ex-slaves after emancipation. From such educated groups, the Coloured
elite wou ld cmerge.'os
U n l i k e their fellows in the east of the colony, the ex-slaves and Khoisan of the
western Cape did not build a political radicalism on the basis of their
Chr is t ian i ty . I ( W They had experienced social advance on the basis of religious
teaching, and indeed some feared that their children, born in freedom, would take
this advance for granted.'10 They did not feel betrayed by unkept promises. Many
acquircd the vote in 1854 for the first elected Cape assembly. Literacy was one of
the condirions of the franchise, which gave them a degree of power and recogni-
tion, and they used it. In the constituency of Caledon, the inhabitants of
Cenadendal and Elim made up three-quarters of the electorate in the 1850s. The
old reliance of mission Christians on informal missionary influence was now
rcplaccd by forma) representation of their interests (though not by one of them-
sclves) in pur l iament . ' ' ' In the countryside, more so than in Cape Town,112 this
entailcd an exaggerated loyalty towards Britain in the abstract and political antipa-
thy towards the representatives of the Dutch and English farmers,113 who often
claimcd that the ex-slaves and Khoisan were the pawns of the missionaries. It is
probably truer to say that Christianity had given thejn the means and the confi-
dcncc to be independent of their erstwhile masters.
Füll emancipation also gave these church members the confidence to demand
control over the l i fe of their churches. In some churches, notably in the Gesticht
and St. Stephcn's Prcsbyterian church in Cape Town,"4 and in the Rhenish mis-
sionary chapel in Stellenbosch,115 ex-slave congrcgations insisted on the right to
choose elders and deacons from among their own number. In both Grahamstown
and Cape Town LM S congregations seceded in protest at the removal of their pas-
tor. ' '6 I hese schisms were not theological in origin,1 '7 but derived from Coloured
Christians' success in gaining asccndancy, in partial compensation for their
inequality within the wider society.
From the l 850s, the LMS in Europe itself encouraged such tendencies. After the
defeat öl Christian radicalism with the Kat River Rebellion, and with the Society
l i n a n c i a l l y stretched, miss ionary control bccame less important than the
Congrcgationalist ideal of financial self-support. Many Cape church members
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seemed better1 off than the potential donors m r>raam. ^iia.a\.y ü^m v/, ,.,.„..,.„ ,,
'Veen äs "a real evil rather than a benefit.1" The Griqua. Church in PtoiUppolis.beparne
self-supporting in 1855, and in the 1870s almost all the LMS churches in'the
colony followed suit.118 Legislation was passed in 1873 by which plots on the LMS
mission stations could b,e transferred to individual ownership. The sanctions but-
tressing missionary paternalism thus disappeared. ',-•>'
In contrast, the Moravian missionaries maintained control over their villages.
Their right to expel those they considered a danger to the villages' discipline was
confirmed in court.J19 This caused some resentment, but the villagers' attachment
to their birthplaces was producing a specific Moravian sub-culture, maintained
even when numerous migrants from Genadendal, Elim, Mamre, and Pella moved
to Cape Town. There they maintained their connection through the church at
Moravian Hill, in District Six.'120 • • ,
The other churches, Methodist, Anglican and Roman Catholic, had no place in
their ecclesiastical structures for a separate mission church. The Standard structure
of parishes, priests and bishops was thought sufficient.121 The NGK, in contrast,
sanctioned segregation of Coloureds within local churches, but this did not initial-
ly lead to the creation of mission stations.122 In consequence, from the 1850s
onwards, it is more reasonable to speak of the Cape's various denominations, not
its missions.
"Secondary Blessings": The Quest for "Civilization" and Respectability
From the very beginning, the idea of converting the "heathen" was, for almost
all European missionaries, whether Dutch, German or British, inextricably linked
to that of "civilizing" them. The romantic reactionary viewpf civilization äs intrin-
sic to sedentary peasant communities was always strong, particularly among the
Moravians.123 Like many of his fellows in the LMS, John Philip, under the influ-
ence of the Scottish Enlightenment - and recent Scottish history - stressed the
rapidity whereby changes in consciousness could both lead to spiritual salvation
and provide the "secondary blessings" of social and economie progress.124 Other
missionaries, such äs Henry Calderwood, saw the "civilizing process" äs protract-
ed and directly linked to European political domination of Africans.
At all events, even allowing for missionary exaggeration of both pre-conversion
barbarity and their own achievements, significant cultural transformation accom-
panied Christianization.'25 By the 1830s and 1840s converts and others were
wearing Western clothing, learning to read, speaking a Dutch creole, arranging
their villages according to missionary wishes in squares and straight lines, aspiring
to cash wages, and (at least, superficially) adopting Western marriage patterns.126
When James Read married Elizabeth Valentyn, he wanted her to wear her kaross
to the wedding, but she compromised by wearing a Western petticoat kaross-style,
around her shoulders.127 Still, many people of Khoikhoi descent resisted the
notions of work discipline, capitalist time, and individualism that missionaries
sought to impose upon them; they maintained old patterns of clientage and shared
with clients, friends, and relatives in hard times to the point of destitution.128 Even
though missionaries were justifiably proud of their networks of schools, often run
by young Khoisan men and women, parents pulled their children out of school
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 Thcre were regional and class variations in the adoption. of Western cul-
tural rorms. Ironically, among the most willing to adopt aspects of Western culture
were the motivated settlers of Kat River, so much despised and feared by their
white neighbours, while more dependent farmworkers had little incentive to accul-
turate . Most did so in the end, most dramatically, in the disappearance of the
Khoikho i language in the Cape by the end of the nineteenth Century,130
W i l l i a m Elliot complaincd in 1841 that his baptism class in Uitenhage was
imna tu ra l ly large because "a profession of Christianity is considered among the
colouird pcople of these parts, a necessary badge of respectability." By the 1840s,
tl i is was a typical response. British members of the social strata from which mis-
sionanes tendecl to come regarded temperance, work, self-discipline, and chastity
as powerhil wcapons against degradation. Respectability was also part of a formi-
dable upper-class arsenal of sociai control.131 The Khoikhoi and slaves had known
real degradation, and their concepts of sharne and honour had been exposed to
severe pressure.132 For soine, the result was self-hatred.133 Uuder such circum-
stances, Chris t ian respectability was indubitably, for some, a means of gaining self-
rcspcct, of reconstructing community, and of restoring the honour lost by servi-
tudc. it was also a means of assuming the cultural anxieties and values of another
peopJc.
Respectability was offen, also, quite brutally, an instrument of survival. Before
Ordinance 50, for cxamplc, those who lookcd "disreputable" were unable to trav-
el wi thou t danger of arrest and imprcssment into contract labour. A number of
womt'ii were so afraid of the consequences of becoming pregnant out of wedlock
rhat tlu-y concealed the birth and were later tried for infanticide. The government
had lo requcst the missions no longer to expel such women.134 Inhabitants of
Hankcy were permitted to use newly irrigated land only on condition of remaining
respektable in the eyes of the resident missionary, William Philip. In the 1850s, the
Rev. A. Robson had fü l l control over the "Hottentot Location" in Port Elizabeth,
receiving applications for settlement and arranging the expulsion of squatters.135
Mfengu in Uitenhage in 1842 were saved from eviction only because the resident
LMS missionary, Wi l l i am Elliot, intervened by testifying in detail to their
respectability.136 The South African Commercial Advertiser, just before emancipa-
tion, notcd that the newly freed slaves would be "dependent on employment for
food, and on character for employment."137
Nowherc is the use of "respectability" to regain control over a fragmenting
commimity clearer than in rhetoric about drinking and temperance.138 Church-
based temperance societies, a non-conformist import with a considerable history in
Bri ta in , 1 ' 9 acquired new political meaning in a society where many Khoikhoi
blamed whites for the devastating introduction of alcohol among them. "The
Canteens were hrought here by the English settlers to ruin us," protested Venzel
Mins in l 834, "and are to be found in almost every streef, by which thcy are made
rieh, whilst wc are now poor vagrants."140 "Teil your children to what brandy has
reduced the Hottentot nation," urged Andries Stoffels at the second anniversary of
the Kat River Temperance Society, also in ^ 834. The sarne speaker demonstrated
the ra/or-thin line betwecn respectability and ruin:
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Bethelsdorp; in riding past a canteen my attention was attracted by a vast
number of people standing before it. I stopped and watched the persons who
went in and out; I saw an English girl going in to take a soopie [i.e. a 4ram];
after her two of the king's soldiers went in and took each a soopie. The can-
teenman gave them the best kind ... A Hottentot went in to take a soopie, but
hè got the very refuse, for it looked so dirty that I thought it would be impos-
sible to drink such stuff. Well, thought I, this is one way of killing the people
of my nation ... Just as I rode past the bridge I met two of my acquaintances,
who had once been two of the most respectable Hottentots I ever knew -
lying drunk in the street and fighting with each other; I pitied them, but
would not stop, for I rode past them as fast as I could; I was afraid to be seen
talking with such people. I thought again the Hottentot nation is now going
to ruin!141
By 1842, the Kat River "Total Abstinence" society had more than 700 members.
The Philipton church would accept only "total tea drinkers" as church deacons.142
At the same time, alcoholism remained a pressing problem for the Coloured com-
munity, and the system of paying workers partly with a "tot" of wine remained
prevalent.143
The interaction between notions of gender and notions of respectability showed
the same combination of the defensive and the constructive. Women used mission
stations and the ideology of respectability to gain protection and to strengthen
themselves in relationships with men, or to escape them altogether. One unnamed
ex-slave woman came, "with several others of her relatives and friends," to Kat
River on the completion of her apprenticeship, and shortly thereafter converted.
Her common-law husband lived in a "place of much wickedness" but left her at
Kat River "to enjoy the means of grace." When hè finally insisted that she return,
she said "she would rather die than go to witness what she had formerly done and
seen and to be exposed to Ternptation," but, according to the elder Read, she had
"no alternative." In return she requested that her spouse enter into a Christian
marriage. Unfortunately, while waiting at Kat River for the banns to be published,
she had an accident with a loaded gun and shortly thereafter died of tetanus, pro-
claiming, "If I die 'tis what I wished [and] prayed for -1 shall only go to Jesus soon-
er than I expected."144
After emancipation, large numbers of ex-slaves had their common-law mar-
riages legalized, although the requirement that "Christian" names be used delayed
matters on Moravian stations, since converts only received such names at baptism,
after a lengthy period of preparation.145 The Christian ideology of marriage and
monogamy does not appear to have been accepted fully by all congregational mem-
bers. Rather, the patterns of easy marriage and divorce seem to have been replaced
by informal marriages in which the formal blessing of the church was not sought:
perhaps church marriages were held to be harder to dissolve and thus less readily
entered into. A dispute arose at Grahamstown after the minister, Nicolas Smit, to
bring the sinning to an end, followed the wishes of the Coloured congregation in
marrying a couple who had been living together. His shocked superior, John Locke,
believed that some period of repentance and proof of a changed life was required
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btforc a wedding was celebrated. In such a Situation, one can imagine that appeal
to rln- formal missionary power structure was a resource open in particular to
woim-n, but that much congregational sexual behaviour was self-policing.
OP the other hand, the Christian ideology of separate spheres reduced the access
of women to the power structures of Christianity from early to mid-century.
"Kntluislastic" womcn could preach in unorthodox settings in the early days of
missionary activity, and doubtless continued to do so. Unmarried young Khoikhoi
womcn took charge of missionary schools and may well have had considerable
a u t h o r i t y as the only representatives of missionary societies in remote areas.
Womcn's praycr groups and "personal experience" groups provided women with
vonn i s for action and spiritual expression. But the formal structures of all the mis-
sions. ,is they solidified into churches towards mid-century, were male-dominated.
As the Read wing of the LMS fought to institutionalize and professionalize "native
ageiKy" and to create a salaried body of native schoolteachers, women were
squec/cd out: they do not appear on the LMS payroll and were not presented in
the l is is of "native agents" available for sponsorship by British congregations and
i n d i v i d i i a l s . Just as fcmale missionaries were reduced to the role of wives from the
l 8 I Os on (before the late-century feminization of the European missionary move-
men t 1 , Khoikhoi women now went out to mission stations and into the African
in rc r io r as the wives of native agents.146 In this, they were part of a general move
by Khoisan converts to Christianize, to civilize, and generally to teach other
A f r i c a n groups supposedly bcneficial economie behaviour. For example, the peoplc
of Kal Rivcr churches raised subscriptions to buy seed for ncarby San, while a num-
ber vv( nt to the mission station they had foundcd with ploughs to dcmonstrate agri-
c u i t u r r . 1 4 7 Somc also adopted the language of civilization to make an explicit con-
trasi between thcmsclvcs and neighbouring Bantu-speakers.
In f.i'iicral, the claim to be "advanced" could be, and was, used by spokes-
peopk' of Khoisan or slavc descent to back up demands for greater political power.
Perhaps even more crucially, Christianization and the widespread adoption of new
nonns of respectability were, for some Coloured groups, bu i ld ing blocks for the re-
invcnt ion of Community. This pattern stands in vivid contrast to Mfengu or Xhosa
commnni t ies , which feit attacked by the sporadic conversion of disaffected indi-
v id i i a l s . For Coloured churches, whosc membership included most local people,
c h u r c l i r i t u a l s (for example) cxpressed a ncw order and a shared history, based on
the idi'.i of the pur i f ied and reborn Community, a process that became all the more
i m p o r t a n t as the Community itsclf became more ethnically diverse.
By l hè later nineteenth Century - with the exccption of the Muslim Community
of Cape T'own and its environs - the missionaries' work had been done.
Throughout the Cape Colony the mass of those whose grandparents had been
slaves or dispossessed Khoisan had becorne Christian. For many, conversion had
led to a sharp improvcment in their social status; for the majority, probably, what
the missionaries saw as liberation m matters spir i tual was not accompanied by the
promiscd temporal improvement. The implications of this fa i lure had s t i l l to be
worki-il out.
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Settlement, Conquest, and Theological
Controversy: The Cburches of Nineteenth-
century European Immigrants
RODNEY DAVENPORT
A New Diversity. Reliefs and Practices of the Settler Cburches
The authorities in nineteenth-century South Africa saw the Christian churches
as a subordinate but important element in colonization. The colonists themselves
saw the churches rather as reassuring cultural props in an unfamiliar environment.
Church leaders faced crucial decisions: to accept state dominance or resist it, to
serve the needs of the settler Community or to reach beyond it/carrying out the
Biblical injunction to "preach to all the world." If they chose the missionary alter-
native, they had to decide whether to focus sharply on the propagation of the
gospel or to present Christianity as part of a wider cultural package, including lit-
eracy and technical skills, the suppression of "pagan" customs and beliefs, and the
defence of subordinate peoples against injustices perpetrated by the state or the
colonists themselves.
During the 1790s the Reformed Church in the Netherlands, in the wake of a
French invasion, lost its established position; the newly secularist state professed
neutrality in religieus matters, and Lutherans and Arminians successfully gained
recognition as a result. At the Cape the VOC had already readmitted the Moravian
missionaries in 1792 and permitted Lutherans to practise their religion in public.
The Cape church was attuned to a new, more flexible dispensation. When the
British arrived in 1795, they rccognized the Reformed Church (NGK) as in de facto
possession of the field and paid stipends to the NGK clergy. Yet they also encour-
aged the work of the Moravian missionaries, and extended the right of public wor-
ship to Cape Muslims for the first time.1
The Batavian occupation in 1803-6 brought French revolutionary deism to the
Cape, with Commissary-General J. A. de Mist's church ordinance of 1804 provi-
ding equal protection of the law to "all religious associations which for the fur-
therance of virtue and good conduct respect a Supreme Being."2 The NGK, as the
dominant church in the Colony, accepted financial assistance for clerical salaries
and capital expenditure and surrendered power to the state over the regulation of
public worship. The consistories (or meetings of elders) of all Dutch Reformed con-
gregations wcre required to have a government official, the political commissioner,
in attendance, to keep political discussion within bounds. The political commis-
sioner controlled NGK funds. The link with the Classis (Synod) of Amsterdam was
broken, and the Cape NGK was granted the right to set u p its own synod. No
synod actually met until 1824, eighteen years afrer British rule had returned for a
second time, when it bega n to draft its own regulations. It took De Mist's Church
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